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FINALISE YOUR SOLUTION WITH ABLOY® COLOURS AND SURFACE MATERIALS

Door environment solutions are a readily visible part of the look and design. Since style is created by details, Abloy provides not only excellent quality and function but also freedom for design. Our extensive selection of product design, colour, and surface materials makes this possible for you.

THE RIGHT SOLUTION, IN YOUR STYLE
We ensure the reliable operation and ease of use of our products through innovative and elegant product development solutions.

Our state-of-the-art design, broad range of colours and unique locking solutions bring genuine added value for your site. We offer all products related to the locking of various facilities, along with furnishings, in a flexible manner. Our network of professional, authorised ABLOY locksmiths attends to comprehensive maintenance and installation service.

ABLOY® – A SIGN OF HIGH QUALITY
The 'ABLOY' marking helps you identify a genuine Abloy product, steeped in high Finnish quality, world-class expertise, and manufacturing methods that respect the environment.
Abloy has developed elegant, painted ABLOY COLOURS with which the antimicrobial ABLOY ACTIVE is standard, killing bacteria on the surface. A uniform range of colours is available for door fittings and closers.

ABLOY® ACTIVE DESTROYS BACTERIA

ABLOY ACTIVE for painted door fittings destroys 99% of all harmful bacteria, including the MRSA hospital bacteria, Listeria, and salmonella.

ACTIVE is an easy and efficient way to improve hygiene safety. These products are particularly well suited to public spaces used by many people – such as offices, hospitals, sheltered homes, day-care centres, schools, and even homes – where humans often carry and spread bacteria.

ABLOY® ACTIVE WITH A 10-YEAR WARRANTY

The raw material used for brass handles and door pulls is also antimicrobial, and Abloy provides a 10-year warranty for the effectiveness of their ACTIVE property. The warranty period for all other products is two years.
ABLOY® STANDARD COLOURS

RAL 9010 WHITE
A clean and serene colour for a tranquil environment.

ALUMINIUM GREY, RAL 9006
A subtle and elegant colour that suits many kinds of decor.

RAL 9005, BLACK
A bold, timeless, and stylish colour that creates a strong contrast.

GRAPHITE, RAL 790M
A metallic colour that brings a dignified and elegant contrast to your decor.

OTHER COLOURS ACCORDING TO YOUR WISHES

If you want a personal touch for your decor, we can easily provide that too. In addition to the standard colours, you may choose any hue from the RAL colour chart by special order.

WATCH THE ABLOY ACTIVE PRESENTATION VIDEO
Bold or subdued, modern or traditional, plain or more impressive? Abloy’s surface materials offer a durable and elegant solution for all environments and decoration styles.

**BEAUTY AND DURABILITY GO HAND IN HAND**

When choosing surface materials, we always pay attention to the appearance first. This is why our versatile range is designed to cover the broadest range of tastes.

In addition to looking elegant, surface materials must be durable. All Abloy products are tested to ensure that they meet the requirements of the European standards for durability and corrosion resistance (EN 1906 and SFS EN 1670).
CHROME
Chrome is durable and easy to maintain, and it reflects the colours and shapes of its surroundings.

SATIN CHROME
This subdued surface puts the finishing touches on your decor in an elegant fashion.

DRAGON
The Dragon mirror-like, dark chrome produces a high-quality impression in its surroundings.

SPECIALLY TREATED
BRUSHED BRASS
A brushed brass surface highlights dignity. A patinated version is available for such facilities as museums.

POLISHED BRASS
The lacquered, gilt-look surface creates a luxurious impression for any decor. A patinated version is available also.

ANTIQUE BRONZE
An elegant and impressive surface of antique brass that expresses tradition in a modern form.

OTHER SURFACES
STAINLESS STEEL
A simple solution for all types of decor.

ANODISED ALUMINIUM
A matte alternative that is equally well suited to indoor and outdoor use.
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Clearly more elegant

ABLOY secures people, property, and business operations on land, at sea, and in the air – in all circumstances.

ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in door opening solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety and convenience.

MANUFACTURER:
Abloy Oy
Wahlforssinkatu 20
P.O. Box 108
FI-80101 Joensuu | Finland
Tel. +358 20 599 2501
WWW.ABLOY.COM
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